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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Increased nociceptive responses were shown in the offspring of prenatally stressed rats. Reports have demonstrated the anti-nociceptive effects of Tualang honey in the rat offspring. The present study was done to determine whether the modulation of nociceptive behaviour by Tualang honey was mediated by modulating changes in the histology, oxidative stress parameters and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in the thalamus of the rat offspring.

Methods: Eighteen Sprague Dawley pregnant rats were randomly assigned to control (C), stress (S) and stress-treated with Tualang honey (SH) groups. Stress was given in a form of restraint stress. Tualang honey was given to SH group from first day of pregnancy until delivery. Thirty-three adult male offspring were subjected to formalin test before they were sacrificed. Nociceptive behaviour score, number of neurons, level of oxidative stress parameters and NMDA receptors in the thalamus were analysed by using one-way ANOVA.

Results: The study demonstrated a significant decrease in mean nociceptive behaviour score (p<0.05) with lower malondialdehyde (MDA, p<0.05) and higher superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase levels in the thalamus of SH group compared to S group (p<0.05). There was also increased Nissl positive neurons in the thalamus of SH group compared to S group. There was no significant difference in NMDA receptor level between S and SH groups.

Conclusion: The modulation of nociceptive responses in the prenatally stressed rat offspring by Tualang honey was associated with improvement in oxidative stress parameters and histology of the thalamus in the rat offspring exposed to prenatal stress.
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INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that up to 20% of women experience stress and depression during pregnancy (1). Reports have shown that prenatal stress may result in pregnancy complications and disturbance in offspring development and behaviour (2-5). Studies have reported that prenatal stress is associated with changes in nociceptive responses in rat and human offspring (6-8). The responsible mechanism that leads to the abnormalities may be related to stress-induced rise of glucocorticoid hormone in the offspring. The high glucocorticoid level may contribute to increased oxidants level and impaired development of the foetal brain (9, 10). The brain is vulnerable to oxidative injury and has a comparatively modest antioxidant defence (11). The high amount of free radicals in the brain leads to an imbalance between production and elimination of free radicals which result in oxidative stress (10, 12).

One of the mechanisms for the increased in oxidative stress is believed to be due to calcium dysregulation as a result of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor hyperactivity which leads to neurotoxicity (13). Previous studies have shown the effects of prenatal stress on various parts of the brain including cerebral cortex, cerebellum, hippocampus, hypothalamus, and amygdala but the effects on the thalamus have not been reported yet (12, 14-16). The thalamus is a crucial relay station for transmitting nociceptive information to the cerebral cortex. There is a large amount of evidence that showed the important role of thalamus in nociceptive responses in acute inflammatory and neuropathic pain models (17-21). In addition, it has been shown that NMDA receptors in the thalamus have important role in the development and maintenance of hyperalgesia in acute inflammatory pain (19). Whether thalamus is involved in modulating the nociceptive responses in the offspring following prenatal stress needs to be investigated.

Available evidence suggests that Tualang honey that contains antioxidant has antinociceptive effects when administered directly to adult rats (22, 23). Tualang honey is a natural product consisting of variable compositions...
such as catechin, gallic acid, benzoic acid and trans-Cinnamic acid (24). These variances based on floral sources, geographical origin, total phenolic content, water proportion and colour (25, 26). Previously, it has been extensively studied for the treatment of various medical conditions and has been found to have therapeutic activities including antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and anticancer properties (27-29).

Tualang honey administration to a group of stressed pregnant dams was associated with reduced nociceptive behaviour of the offspring compared to the offspring from the untreated stress group (6). The present work is part of a larger study looking at the effects of prenatal stress on pain modulating structures in the central nervous system including the spinal cord (30). The exact mechanisms on how Tualang honey prevent the modulation of nociceptive responses at the level of the thalamus in the prenatally stressed rat offspring are not much known. Therefore, this study was conducted to determine whether modulation of nociceptive responses following administration of Tualang honey was associated with changes in the histology, oxidative stress and alteration of NMDA receptor level in the thalamus of rat offspring exposed to prenatal stress.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Eighteen adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (6 to 8 weeks old) were obtained from the Animal Research and Services Centre (ARASC), Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). All rats were acclimatised for 3-5 days with ad libitum access to water and standard chow, maintained on a 12 h light/dark and controlled temperature (±23°C). All procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM/Animal Ethics Approval/2014(94)(577)).

Experimental groups
Each female rat at prooestrus was caged with a proven fertile male rat. Vagina smear was done the next morning between 0900 and 1000 hours and sperm positive smear was considered as day 0 of pregnancy (31). Sperm positive smear confirmed that mating has occurred and the rat was observed for sign of pregnancy. If there was failure of pregnancy, these rats would be excluded from the study. These pregnant dams were kept in a standardised individual cage and were randomly divided into three groups (n=6 for each group); control (C), stress (S) and stress-treated with Tualang honey (SH). Tualang honey (Federal Agricultural Marketing Authority, Malaysia) at 1.2g/kg was given once daily via oral gavage from day one of pregnancy until delivery (6). At the dose given, Tualang honey may require around 10 days before its effects were fully seen, thus protected the developing brain during prenatal stress (32, 33). C and S groups were given distilled water instead of Tualang honey. Following the delivery of the pups, the male rat offspring were weaned at postnatal day 21. One or two of male pups delivered from each dam of each group were randomly taken for evaluation in this study. They were housed according to their respective groups until 10 weeks of age. Female rats were not included because they had variation in nociceptive sensitivity throughout oestrus cycle (34).

Maternal Stress Model
Repetitive restraint was used as a model of maternal stress starting from day 11 of pregnancy until delivery (31). This period was chosen because brain development in rats occurs between rat embryonic day 11 to day 21 (33). The corresponding pregnant dams were restrained thrice daily for 30 minutes by placing the animal in a plastic cylinder measuring 23 cm x 6 cm (6). This method was chosen because it was shown to be associated with increased stress hormone level (corticosterone), produced pregnancy complications and increased in nociceptive behaviour in the rats’ offspring (6, 35).

Formalin Test
A total number of 33 male rats’ offspring, 10 weeks of age, were used in this experiment (n=11 per group). Each rat was placed in the testing chamber for 15 to 30 minutes to allow acclimatization before the formalin injection. The plantar surface of right hind paw was injected subcutaneously with 50 µl of 1% formalin and each rat was placed in an observation chamber measuring 26 cm x 20 cm x 20 cm with a mirror mounted at 45° below it, permitting unhindered observation of the rat’s paw (6). The rat’s nociceptive behaviour was recorded with a video camera for one hour from the time of injection. The recording was analysed by two observers blinded to the treatment of each rat and the formalin test score was tabulated every minute. The quantification was based on the test score (0 to 3) in the behavioural categories described by Dubuisson and Dennis (30, 36). Behaviour score was tabulated every minute and averaged at 5-minute intervals. Nociceptive behavioural score was given from 0 to 3 (no pain to severe pain). Zero (0) was given when the injected paw was not favoured (no pain); 1= injected paw has little or no weight on it (mild pain); 2= injected paw was elevated (moderate pain), and 3 = the injected paw was licked, bitten or shaken (severe pain).

Sacrifice of Animals
Two hours post formalin injection, rats were euthanized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal; 100 mg/kg body weight, i.p.) and their brains were removed to assess the histology, oxidative stress parameters and NMDA receptors in the thalamus.

Histology of ventral posterolateral thalamic nucleus (VPL)
The thalamus was fixed in 10% formalin solution and dehydrated in an automated tissue processor machine.
(Leica TP1020, Germany). After the dehydration process, the samples were blocked with paraffin wax and kept in -4°C until further process. Coronal brain sections were trimmed to 5 µm using microtome blade (low profile, PTFE coated microtome blade, Duraedge, USA). The thalamus sections were taken from bregma -4.44 mm to -2.16 mm at a regular space interval of 100 μm (37). The tissues were then mounted on glass slides (Sail Brand, China), air dried and kept at 37°C. Nissl staining was performed according to the standard procedure. For each section, number of Nissl-positive cells was counted by taking the mean of four fields in VPL area. VPL was chosen because the receptive field for the hindpaw is located in the region (17). Only the optimally visualised Nissl stained cells in one focal plane were counted to prevent double counting of neurons with abnormal shapes. Nissl stained neurons were distinguished from non-neuronal cells by their round shape, prominent nucleolus and presence of Nissl substances in the cytoplasm. Abnormal neurons were characterised by reduced staining intensity of Nissl substances and presence of dark neurons.

Assay procedures for oxidative stress parameters
Homogenate (10% w/v) was made from the thalamus portion of the brain in ice-cold 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). The homogenates were centrifuged (10,000 x g) for 10 minutes and supernatant were kept at -80°C until assay. The levels of malondialdehyde (MDA), superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase (CAT) activity were measured by using competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits (USCN Life Science Inc., Wuhan, China).

Assay procedures for N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors
The tissue was homogenized and the sample was centrifuged for 20 minutes at speed of 2000-3000 rpm. Supernatant was collected and stored at -80°C until assay. The assay was conducted using reagent kit supplied by USCNK (Qayee-Bio, Shanghai, China). The kit used a double antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent one-step process to assay the level of NMDA receptors in the sample.

Statistical Analysis
SPSS version 22 software was used to analyse the data in the study. Numerical data were analysed by descriptive statistics. The data distribution were initially determined whether it was normally distributed or not by the test of normality. Behavioural data were assessed using repeated measure ANOVA followed by post-hoc analysis (Tukey test). Oxidative stress parameters, number of Nissl stained neurons, and NMDA receptor level were analysed by using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni test for post-hoc comparisons. Level of significance was set at p< 0.05. Results are expressed as mean ± standard error mean (SEM).

RESULTS
Mean Nociceptive Behaviour Score
The formalin test showed increased nociceptive response in the first five minutes post-formalin injection (phase 1). It was followed by reduced nociceptive behaviour score between minutes 5 to 10 and in phase 2 of formalin test, there was increased nociceptive behaviour response between minutes 15 to 30. In the later part of phase 2, there was a gradual decrease in the score (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Nociceptive behaviour score from formalin test among the groups (n=11). Data are presented as mean ± SEM.](image)

There was a significant difference in nociceptive behaviour score between the groups (F(df) = 8.593(2,29), p-value<0.001). The nociceptive behaviour score from the stress group was significantly higher compared to control group at minute 5, 10 and 35 (p < 0.05). The score was also significantly higher in stress group when compared with stress-treated with Tualang honey groups at minute 5, 10, 35, 40, 50 and 55 (p < 0.05). Statistical comparison between control group and stress-treated with Tualang honey group revealed no significance difference.

Number of Nissl-positive neurons in ventral posterolateral nucleus of thalamus (VPL)
There was a significant difference in the mean number of Nissl positive neurons in the VPL of the offspring between all groups (F(2,17) = 7.304, p<0.05) (Table 1). The analysis by post-hoc Bonferroni test showed a significant decrease in number of Nissl-positive neurons (p<0.05) in stress group compared to control group. Additionally, the number of Nissl-positive neuron in stress-treated with Tualang honey group was significantly higher (p<0.05) than stress group. However, there was no significant difference (p=1.000) between control and stress-treated with Tualang honey group (Table 1).
Histology of ventral posterolateral thalamic nucleus (VPL)
The normal histology of VPL was observed in the control group. There were abundant healthy neurons. The architecture was preserved and Nissl substances in the cytoplasm were clearly visible in Figure 2. Similar features were observed in the VPL of the offspring from stress-treated with Tualang honey group. In stress-treated group, the neuron number was preserved with normal architectures and arrangement of neurons in Figure 2. In contrast, the neuronal density of VPL in the stress group was reduced. The neurons were shrunken and sparse meanwhile the intensity of cytoplasmic staining was reduced (Figure 2). There was significant neuronal loss with existences of dark neurons that suggests neuronal damage.

Oxidative Stress Parameters
The results showed a significant increase in MDA level in the thalamus of the offspring from stress group compared to C group (p < 0.001). Remarkably, there was a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in the MDA level in SH group compared to S group as determined by one-way ANOVA (Table 2). Meanwhile, the level of MDA showed no significant difference between SH and C groups (p = 0.083). In addition, there was a marked decrease in CAT and SOD activity (p < 0.05) in S group compared to C groups. The difference was only significant for SOD activity but not for CAT. Both of the antioxidants activity, SOD and CAT, were significantly higher in SH group compared to S group (p<0.05) (Table II).

Level of NMDA receptors
There was a significant difference in mean of NMDA receptor level between all groups (F(2,18) = 4.334, p<0.05). The analysis by post-hoc Bonferroni test showed that the NMDA receptor level in the thalamus of the offspring from S group was significantly higher (p<0.05) compared to C group (Table III). However, the differences were not significant when compared between SH and S (p=0.343) and between SH and C groups (p=0.654)

Table I: Number of Nissl positive neurons in the left ventral posterolateral region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean ± SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>29.18 ± 1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>22.45 ± 1.91*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress treated with Tualang honey</td>
<td>30.56 ± 1.54*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way ANOVA between groups analysis was applied followed by post-hoc multiple comparisons using Bonferroni method.
*P<0.05 statistical comparison between control and stress groups

Table II: Level of oxidative stress parameters in the control, stress and stress treated groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MDA (ng/ml)</th>
<th>CAT (ng/ml)</th>
<th>SOD (pg/ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>15.09 ± 0.28</td>
<td>4.67 ± 0.18</td>
<td>4751.25 ± 188.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>17.49 ± 0.38***</td>
<td>4.20 ± 0.19</td>
<td>3757.63 ± 124.54*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress treated with Tualang honey</td>
<td>16.20 ± 0.71*</td>
<td>5.13 ± 0.16*</td>
<td>4879.38 ± 238.78*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way ANOVA between groups analysis was applied followed by post-hoc multiple comparisons using Bonferroni method.
***P<0.001 statistical comparison between control and stress groups
*P<0.05 statistical comparison between control and stress treated groups
#P<0.05 statistical comparison between stress and stress treated with Tualang honey groups

Figure 1: Histology of the left VPL of thalamus section of the offspring from (A) control (B) stress group and (C) stress treated with Tualang honey groups. (A) The neurons in red circles indicate the cells of interest. (B) The neurons in the red circle showed reduced staining intensity of the Nissl substances compared with the control group. Meanwhile, dark neuron in the black circle represents an injured neuron. (Nissl stain, magnification of x200, scale bar: 100μm). (C) The neurons demonstrated similar characteristics as in control group.
Table III: Level of NMDA receptors among the groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Concentration (ng/ml) Mean ± SEM</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>F-statistic (df)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.704 ± 0.067</td>
<td>0.541, 0.867</td>
<td>4.334 (2,18)</td>
<td>0.029*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>1.033 ± 0.111*</td>
<td>0.761, 1.304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress treated with Tualang honey</td>
<td>0.847 ± 0.045</td>
<td>0.736, 0.957</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way ANOVA between groups analysis was applied followed by post-hoc multiple comparison using Bonferroni method.

SEM: Standard error mean; CI: Confidence interval
*p<0.05 statistical comparison between stress and control groups.

DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrates marked differences in the nociceptive behaviour score in the prenatally stressed male rat offspring when compared to the groups. In formalin test, phase 1 is due to stimulation of nociceptors in the periphery while phase 2 is associated with persistent peripheral inflammation with central sensitization of dorsal horn neurons within the spinal cord (38, 39). The present report showed a higher nociceptive behaviour score at phase 1 and 2 in the offspring from stress group. The behaviour score was significantly lower in the rats’ offspring from the stress group treated with Tualang honey. It was not known whether the lower nociceptive behaviour score was contributed by changes in the structure, oxidative stress or NMDA receptor level in the thalamus of the prenatally stressed rat offspring from treated group.

In this study, the stress group demonstrated a significant decrease in the number of Nissl-positive neurons in the VPL of prenatally stressed male rats’ offspring compared to other groups. Along with that, the features of damaged neurons were observed in the offspring from the stress group. The presence of dark neurons indicates histological changes of injured neurons with massive shrinkage and abnormal basophilic internal granules (40). Therefore, these results suggest that prenatal stress was associated with structural changes in the VPL of the rats’ offspring. Several studies have shown that oxidative tissue damage occur in various parts of the brain such as cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and hippocampus in the adult offspring exposed to prenatal stress (41-43).

Animal studies have found that painful stimulation elevated the production of free radicals and lipid peroxidation (44, 45). Lipid peroxidation is one of the major mechanisms of cell membrane destruction and cell damage. One of the parameters that is frequently used as a marker for lipid peroxidation is MDA. In the present study, following formalin injection, a higher MDA level in VPL was shown in S group compared to other groups suggesting an increased oxidative stress in this group of rats. Zhu et al (2004) reported that prenatal stress was associated with increased ROS and neuronal nitric oxide synthase expression in the hippocampus of rat offspring (41). Administration of Tualang honey in the pregnant dams was associated with reduced MDA level in VPL of prenatally stressed male rat offspring. The present work also demonstrated an increased level of CAT and SOD of the thalamus in SH group compared to S groups, suggesting increased antioxidant activity. Honey supplementation was shown to improve antioxidant activities e.g. CAT and SOD activities, in other conditions such as diabetic rats and stressed ovariecotomised rats (46, 47). In the present study, administration of Tualang honey in the pregnant dams exposed to prenatal stress has also given similar results in the adult rat offspring. The antioxidants in the honey e.g. flavonoids might have been transferred to the developing foetus and produced long term beneficial effects (48).

Tualang honey contains non-enzymatic antioxidants such as Vitamins C and E which may interact to scavenge lipophilic and hydrophilic free-radical (49). Recently, a study done by Wu et al. (2017) reported that supplements of exogenous antioxidants, such as Vitamin E, would reverse the oxidative stress via replenishing the insufficiency of endogenic antioxidant in the offspring prenatally exposed to formaldehyde (50). Other reports also showed that administration of Vitamin E in pregnant rats and rabbits would protect the offspring from ethanol-induced oxidative stress and hypercholesterolemia respectively (49, 50).

In the present study, administration of Tualang honey in the pregnant dams has improved the activity of antioxidants and reduced the oxidant level in the rat offspring. However, the administration was not associated with reduction in the NMDA receptor level. A study done by Li et al., (2009) demonstrated that induction of formalin significantly increased the expression of NMDA receptor subtypes NR2A and NR2B, but not NR1 in rats forebrain, that may contribute to the pain-related aversion in male rats (52). The present study has measured the NMDA receptors level in the thalamus and has not looked at the various subtypes of NMDA. Among NMDA receptor subtypes, the NR2B is important for nociception (53). Therefore, for future studies, investigation of different subtypes of NMDA receptor is warranted. On the other hand, there is a possibility that at the dose of antioxidant used (1.2g/kg Tualang honey) is not effective to alter the NMDA receptor level. There is also a possibility that Tualang honey’s action is not mediated by NMDA receptors but through inhibition of oxidative stress.

CONCLUSION

Prenatal stress was associated with increased nociceptive behaviour in the adult male rat offspring and it was accompanied with histological changes, oxidative stress and increased NMDA receptor level
in VPL of thalamus. Administration of Tualang honey was associated with decreased nociceptive behaviour and reduced histological changes and oxidative stress in the thalamus. In conclusion, this study suggests that the antioxidant effects of Tualang honey might have contributed to the modulation of nociceptive responses in formalin test of the prenatally stressed rat offspring.
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